XIV. AFRICA.
ON the 30th January, 1883, Major Simmonds and his wife, with a young Lieutenant, Teager,
sailed from the Thames to establish The Army in the Cape Colony. On their arrival at Cape Town
they were received by a crowd more inclined to greet them with hootings and mud than with
welcome and smiles.
"Are there not some more coming?" some asked.
"Yes, by-and-by," said Lieutenant Teager.
On the Sunday, Mrs. Simmonds was unable to come out to the open-air meeting, so the Major
and Lieutenant went out with the banner and stood in one of the principal streets, where a great
crowd surrounded them and listened well, as they did also in the afternoon, the same two doing
all the speaking and singing, though another friend helped to take up the collection indoors.
They had great difficulty in obtaining a meeting-place at the onset, and when they had got a
large Drill Hall for the first Sunday's meetings it was only to encounter opposition in its most
puzzling form. An overwhelming crowd, largely consisting of well-dressed young men, packed
the building; but the interruptions during service were such as to make it difficult for the speakers
to be heard. One excellent young churchman, who had volunteered to assist them in keeping
order, and so on, on rising from his knees after prayer, found that someone had been cutting his
clothes to pieces; and by-and-by the lights were put out, and every effort made to bring the
meeting to a sudden and riotous termination. When the gas was extinguished some two hundred
of the young sparks struck matches. There was a lot of screaming, one woman fainting on the
platform. But five of those who helped to disturb that night were afterwards converted!
Another week elapsed before any other indoor meeting could be held, a large store having to
be fitted up for the purpose. But a young man, who had been present at those disturbed Sunday
meetings, was on the lookout for the completion of the new meeting-place. Again and again he
approached it, hoping to find the door open, and at last, on Saturday night, he found there was
someone there. He had long heard of The Army, and of the way there were abused in England,
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and thought they must be a foolish lot to get so knocked about. He had been quite startled to
see the Major. “What can he do or say?” thought he. And “the idea of just those three coming
to the Cape!” At the evening meeting he had taken sides with the Salvationists against the young,
well-educated “respectables” who were disturbing them. “If this is the kind of thing they will do,”
thought he, “I will come out from amongst them.” And he got on to the stage.
When he saw the stores opened on the Saturday he asked if the Major was about, and was told
he would not be there that night. He went into the room, however, and offered to help in
completing the arrangements of the place. “But as I helped to put up over the platform the
words, ‘Where will you spend eternity?’” says he, “that quite knocked me down. I was standing
two or three feet from the front just as they were leaving. ‘You had better go away now,’ said the
devil; but something seemed to hold me back, so that I was unable to get away. And all at once
I fell down and cried for mercy.” The Officers present were at first quite alarmed, thinking him ill;
but when they found what was the matter, a carpenter and a coach-builder, who were also
helping, knelt beside him, seeking mercy as well. “My greatest struggle was to turn out with my
colors on. The next morning I put the shield on my breast, and a red ribbon round my arm, and
then, with great care that nobody should be about, got down from my room to the front door. I
was then afraid to turn back lest anyone in the house should see me; and at last, I opened the
door and had a peep to see if anybody was looking, and then made a start. Half way down the
street I met a professing Christian, but hardly know how to speak to him, as, with the colors on,
I hardly knew if I were on my head or my heels.
“When I got to the open-air meeting, the other two men were there who had been converted
with me, and my pride was sadly touched to have to march with a fellow who had no collar on. I
was called on to testify inside, and, having never heard anybody do it, was puzzled to know what
to say, but managed to get it out. The next thing I had to do was to march past the house I lived
in, with all my friends standing, and only six or seven of us in the march.”
There were holes in the ceiling of that first Barracks at the Cape through which water used to be
poured at times to cool the ardor of the people, varied occasionally with pepper. But in that
place many a soul was saved, and a flourishing Corps was soon established, out of which came
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not only Captain May, whose story we have just given, but several other Officers who have ever
since done noble service in the Cape War.
“At the opening of our Claremont Corps,” says the Captain, “we marched down a narrow lane
over our boot-tops in sand and water, and on the third or fourth night we marched three strong.
I led with a lantern, Captain Miles followed, playing his cornet, and a Soldier from the first Corps
fell in behind. The rain was coming down in torrents, and we got very few in after all.”
The war with the elements is by no means the least trying portion of the work of our Officers in
South Africa, for delightful as is the climate upon the whole, yet the extreme heat of the summer
day, and the pouring rain continuing sometimes for days together during the winter season, alike
tend to exhaust strength and to make it difficult to gather and to keep regular congregations.
Moreover, like pioneers of every sort everywhere, the Officers had to endure hardness and no
mistake. The quarters shared by Captain Miles and the first convert above-mentioned were in a
damp house of which the flooring had given way, and slugs were regularly to be seen crawling
along in it, even over the bedclothes. In this luxurious home the Officers remained for three
months.
Another Corps was established at Woodstock, where many of the worst drunkards in the
neighborhood were soon converted. One of these appeared to be saturated with drink, while
his bloated appearance and bloodshot eyes seemed to have marked him out as peculiarly its
victim. He got into the habit of attending the meetings, though he would often interrupt them,
boasting a considerable knowledge of Scripture. He would cry out, "'Cast not your pearls before
swine.' Who is the swine?" And, on one occasion he shouted that one of the speakers wore a
guernsey just to show off his figure, a remark which the devil so cleverly used as to make the
brother actually doubtful about it for some time after. At last the poor old drunkard fell on his
knees three or four yards from the penitent-form. As he knelt there, with clasped hands, the
Officer doubted whether it was not another of his larks, hut soon he cried out, "Oh, Lord, have
mercy upon me!" and continued to plead with God till he found peace, although he certainly
appeared quite, if not altogether, drunk at the time. The next night, however, he was forthcoming;
and, getting on the platform, surprised everybody. The disturbers present could not believe that
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he had turned round, and as he spoke they listened to catch every word. He said he had been
forty years serving the devil well, but now meant to follow Christ.
After the establishment of this and two other Stations in Cape Town, there was no other
considerable English population to attack within any reasonable distance. Before the close of
the year an African "War Cry" was arranged for to appear at the beginning of 1884, and Captains
Pascoe and May, both converted at Cape Town, were sent with a weaker brother to commence
operations in Port Elizabeth.
At the first meeting many of the audience stood on the forms smoking, and generally doing as
they liked. Yet the valiant trio who had been sent to fight the town marched out three in a row
for the first open-air meeting. They soon saw a policeman hurrying towards them, who told them
to stop making that noise. They did stop to inform him that they were not making a noise, but
singing.
"Well," said he, “you are not going to sing here.”
"But we will sing," thought Captain May, and so started.
"He took me into custody, and said to the others, 'Don't you sing.' I was marched to the policestation, but there was nobody there. He took my name and searched my pockets, to find that
there was no hope of being bailed out.
"'Come along, come along,' said he, and bundled me into a cell, with a drunken man. So I got
down and prayed for the man. But he seemed so drunk and stupid that I could not get him on
his knees. At last he asked me: –
"’What are you doing here?’
"’I think,' I said, 'the Lord has sent me to pray with you.'
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"He promised to be a very different man, and although I do not know that he was ever saved,
he once came up to the platform, quite respectably-dressed, and thanked me for praying with
him in the prison cell.
“Before long several persons came to offer bail, and a perfect stranger got me out. I went back
to the Barracks, where the roughs gave me a warm reception, and, for the first time, we got a
good hearing.
“When brought before the magistrates there was a confusion about the charge, which had been
entered as singing, and which the police wanted to alter to making a noise, annoying the
inhabitants, etc. So we got off altogether, and gained much by the whole affair, and we soon
had a strong Corps.”
The Barracks being down a dark lane no females would venture there at first, and the audience
almost entirely consisted of the most reckless and godless young whites.
On the first Sunday morning after the opening, Captain May being ill, the Cadet sent to help
had not courage to march out with Captain Pascoe only, so the Captain had to march alone with
the flag. That Cadet was not considered suitable for the South African work, and was sent home
again.
After seven months a second Corps was established at the south end of Port Elizabeth. Gradually
some of the Hottentots ventured into the meetings and got saved. These soon wished for a place
and Corps of their own, a wish which has been gratified at last in the course of 1886.
One of the most remarkable of the Port Elizabeth converts, destined by-and-by to become Editor
of the Cape "War Cry" for a time, was a dwarf, just four feet high, who used to attend the
meetings regularly, with no other idea than that of disturbing them, for which purpose his
shortness gave great facility. Placing himself behind a row of good-sized men, he would imitate
the sounds of various animals, and keep, the meeting in a commotion, yet always escape
detection, until, at last, the Spirit of God found him out, and drove him, in true repentance, to
the penitent-form, from which he rose to become ever after a steadfast and honored Soldier.
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It is needless to go step by step through each advance that has been made at the Cape; suffice
it to say that in almost every case the story was more or less the same. In almost every meetingplace it has been customary for the services to be disturbed continually by well-dressed white
men; but in the midst of the disturbance souls have been saved, and a Corps formed. Then,
when the open-air processions have begun to be large and powerful, there has been some
attempt made to interfere with them by legal action, only to end, of course, in failure for the
enemy, and further victory for The Army.
Through such scenes the advance has been steadily pushed on, year after year, until now we
have 21 Corps, under the leadership of Officers, most of whom have been raised on the spot.
In 1885, Mrs. Simmonds, with two babies and two colored Lieutenants, landed in Natal, and
proceeded to attack Pietermaritzburg. The ruffianism attending that opening exceeded anything
experienced anywhere else. Nevertheless in a few weeks' time those three brave women were
at the head of a substantial Corps, a second one being established afterwards in spite of the
most perfectly organised resistance in Durban. Mrs. Simmonds returned to Port Elizabeth to
assist in opening, as Headquarters for The Army, a large building there, originally dedicated to
St. Patrick for the use of Benefit Societies.
Shortly after this a Corps was established at Kimberley, on the Diamond Fields, and next a Rescue
Home for fallen women in Port Elizabeth.
The work at the Cape has been considerably hindered by the devoted and resolute attempt
made to compel whites and natives to unite in the same Corps. Many of our best Soldiers and
Officers have been colored people, and by this mixed system have had, comparatively, no
opportunity of developing their full powers; whilst on the other hand multitudes of the godless
whites are held aloof from an Army which would not accept them on any other terms than those
of possibly being led by persons of color. An attempt was made to establish a colored Corps in
Uitenhage; but this failed from various causes, the chief one being the use of the English
language amongst a people mostly accustomed to Dutch; but the first colored Corps established
in Port Elizabeth has proved a great success.
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The want of Dutch-speaking Officers has also greatly hampered us; but this want is also speedily
being supplied. Major and Mrs. Simmonds return to England for the International Congress, their
place being taken by Major Thurman, late of South Australia; and a Dutch song-book, just
completed, will assist we trust in improving and developing our Dutch-speaking Corps, and so
in extending the work throughout all those extensive regions in which Dutch is preferred to
English by both white and colored people.
Beyond all that of course there lies the question of the native races of the great Continent.
Numbers of Kaffirs have attended our services, and have taken the deepest interest in them, and
some of our songs have been translated into their language. But the glorious day when we shall
be able to send to these people –– naked, indifferent, and prejudiced as they are, thanks to all
the past dealings of Europeans with them –– men and women who will become as Kaffirs to them,
and live and die to lead them to the Cross; that day is yet to come, and, let us hope, not far away.
We could not close even this brief notice of the little beginning made on these two great
continents without reference to the wonderful work accomplished in St. Helena by the
instrumentality of some men-o'-war's men, who had learnt to fight in our ranks at the Cape,
spending as much leave-time as they had during five days' visit to the Island in holding meetings
in various places. They left behind fifty-nine persons professing to have found salvation, and
these have, ever since 1884, been cared for, watched over, and led on to the salvation of others
by a Mr. Woodward, who has finished by sending cash to pay the travelling expenses of Officers
to St. Helena, and to purchase brass instruments for the use of the band. We trust that this
example of efficient service performed by a few of Her Majesty's sailors in St. Helena will be
copied by many a Soldier throughout the world. This St. Helena work is a most striking testimony
to the Divine utility of The Army. Oh that wherever the fight is begun the same devotion, sense
and perseverance may be witnessed!
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